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ELEVEN MEN embarked upon a journey in 1894 with one objective:  ...to find the great spiritual

teachers of the Far East and witness their uncommon abilities.Since these Masters were scattered

over a wide territory that covered a large portion of India, Tibet, China, and Persia, they knew it

could take years of searching many secluded villages and hidden mountain communes. Planning

each step of the journey became a challenge knowing that countless miles of rugged terrain

separated the remote and isolate locations that were imperative to the exploration. Even though

they could plot their route on a map and see where they were headed, the destination deep within

the souls of eleven scientifically trained men remained uncertain. Baird T. Spalding and the others

were practical in nature and the thought of spiritual masters performing miracles seemed

impossible. Despite these suspect thoughts, something compelled them to move onward. So they

did.Audio 3CD SET (169 min) Baird T. Spalding's transcripts and records of this journey have

played an important role in introducing the knowledge that there are many Masters who assist and

guide the destinies of people and cultures around the world. His encounters with the Masters

present a dramatic unfoldment of spiritual teachings and episodes unparalleled in all of Western

literature. The content of this CD is an abridged version of the expedition which takes place in the

first three volumes.
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"The spiritual journey is a journey like no other. Although there is a destination, its direction is not

from here to there . . . but rather from without to within." -- MARA MARIN, from Be Still and



Know"Baird T Spalding's descriptions of his Far East travels have played a very important role in

introducing to the Western world the knowledge that there are many Masters who are assisting in

guiding the destinies of mankind. His encounters with the Masters present a dramatic unfoldment of

spiritual teachings and episodes unparalleled in all of Western literature." ----from book's back cover

BAIRD T. SPALDING, whose name became legend in metaphysical circles during the first half of

the 20th century, played an important part in introducing to the Western world knowledge of the

Masters, who are assisting and guiding the destiny of mankind. Born in England, at age four he

went to India. At age seventeen he finished the University and went to California were he stayed two

years. He then traveled to Heidelberg, Germany and studied for eight years and then returned to

California for post-graduate work in Archaeology at Berkeley and Stanford. After years of working

with publisher Douglas DeVorss to write and promote the Life & Teaching series, Spalding died in

1953 in Arizona.

I proudly showcase a quote from Mr. Spalding about the pyramid being the most ideal place to "go

within" at the entrance to the Summerhill Pyramid in Kelowna, B C where we have a thousand to

three thousand visitors a day in season at the organic winery and bistro. Reading this series has

been a powerful guiding to my undertaking the task of building a four storey pyramid that is second

only to the Great Pyramid of Egypt for alignment and precision. Stephen Cipes alloneera.com

summerhill.bc.ca

Explains very well how Jesus and Buddha basically taught the same thing. I recommend this to all

thoughtful spiritually seeking souls.. It is excellent step to the age old questions.. Who Am I... What

is My purpose.. Why Am I here in this time and space??

I have listened to these audios over and over; it is good to have them on discs. They were not what I

thought they would be, however. I wanted the volumes in full and these were condensed. This

product came on three discs with 6-10 condensed chapters a piece. I will keep my eyes open for the

whole work on tape but for now, this was all I could find. And like I said, I have listened to it over and

over anyway.

Not my thing - seems a bit unbelievable. The voice is a bit annoying.



I am giving this a 1-star not because of the content CD's (which happens to be fabulous) but to

remind anyone who reads this to be sure to check their set of CD's as soon as they get them. For

example, this was supposed to have 3 CD's (discs 1-3). Instead it has disc one and 2 copies of disc

2. I didn't check it and now it cannot be given as a Christmas gift as planned.

Spiritual teachings from a journey to the far east in the late 1800's, searching for scientific proof of

universal laws and living as Jesus and others have been reported to for generations. A masterful

story. Universal teachings to encourage mastery in all. I keep this in my car CD player and listen to

it often. I always receive more with each listen. I recommend the 6 book series. They come in

paperback in a cardboard open box to keep them on your bookshelf. I give it as a gift and

recommendation for many.

This book literally changed my life and I'm ever so grateful to its author... As "Know thyself" was

inscribed in the pronaos of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, one can truly understand that the key of

all things lies in KNOWING who you ARE and WALKING that WALK. No other book had taught me

so much about Jesus; no other book had taught me so much about what it meant ot be the Christ...

No other book has given me such understanding of what LIFE means... its purpose, its beauty, its

fulfilling solution to all our pains and questions. Thanks to those who recommended this book to me.

I dare you now to open yourself to a new adventure and read it.

I read the Life and Teachings of the Masters of the Far East many years ago and never forgot them.

I had read the first, second and third. They involve a true experience of 11 scientists who spent 3

1/2 years with men considered to be "masters," much like Jesus (who even appears in a couple of

the books) in the last decade of the 1800's. They demonstrate what we humans are truly capable of

and explain much of what Jesus was trying to teach us that has often been misconstrued. Very

inspirational!
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